11 Students from the Ghana at Northwestern

- Undergraduate: 6
- Masters: 2
- Doctoral: 3

1 Northwestern Student in Ghana

Due to travel restrictions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, only one Northwestern student, a medical student, studied abroad in Ghana in 2021-2022. Prior to the pandemic, on average 10 students studied in Ghana annually.

PROGRAMS AND PARTNERSHIPS

Global Learning Office

Global Engagement Studies Institute (GESI) in Ghana: GESI is a study abroad program that focuses on service-learning in local organizations to advance community-driven change and that provides undergraduates with the knowledge, tools, and experiences to confront shared global challenges.

Kellogg School of Management

Global Poverty Research Lab: The Global Poverty Research Lab engages in research focused on understanding and finding solutions to poverty issues around the world. Projects produce working papers and datasets and use a cluster framework. Currently, clusters are centered around three countries, one of which is Ghana.

Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences

University of Ghana: Cooperative Agreement

~30 Alumni based in Ghana